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1 INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with the presentation of a mathematical model of electric charge 
transport in semiconductors. The model is a generalisation of the Wigner-Poisson pro- 
blem of electrons moving in a vacuum to the case of electrons in a crystal lattice. 
Let us first review the semi-classical model of the motion of electrons in a solid 
material without band transitions: We consider an ensemble of particles in the (x, k) 
phase - space described by a one particle distribution function f(x, k, t), where x is 
the space variable and hk the crystal momentum. The wave vector k varies in the first 
Brillouin zone B, defined as the fundamental domain of the reciprocal crystal lattice. 
Then f satisfies the semi-classical Liouville equation: 
ft + l/hVkh(k).Vzf - q/hv,V(+).vkf = 0, (1.1) 
where em(k) is the energy of the state k in the n-th band, q the charge of the electron, h 
Planck’s constant scaled by 2~ and V an external potential. To obtain a selfconsistent 
model V is usually assumed to satisfy the Poisson equation 
AV = q/e(n(e) - C(x)), (1.2) 
where e is the permittivity of the material, C the doping profile (fixed charges) and n 
the electron density: 
Tt(x) = I f (x, k)dk. (1.3) B 
The semiclassical Liouville equation (1.1) is derived from the canonical equations of 
motion: 
i = V&(k)/h, hi = -qV,V(x). (1.4) 
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A discussion of (1.4) can be found in [l]. S ince (1.1) is based on the assumption that 
particles move along trajectories given by (1.4), it is impossible to model tunneling effects 
by (l.l), (1.2) (see [S]). 
We will derive an equation for the Wigner function w(x, k, t), a quantum analogue of 
the distribution function f, for electrons in a solid material. For a discussion of Wigner 
functions for electrons in a vacuum we refer to Tatarskii [a]. 
2 THE MODEL 
The semiclassical equations (1.4) can be considered as the Hamiltonian equations of 
motion, corresponding to the semi-classical Hamiltonian given by 
a(& k) = G(k) + qV(z). (2.1) 
The space variable x and the crystal momentum hk are canonically conjugatevariables. 
Therefore we can write the SchrGdinger equation for the wave function 4 = 4(k) of an 
electron in the n-th band in the wave vector-representation [4]: 
[en(k) + qV(iVk)]i = ihL (2.2) 
where the position operator is given by iVk. Here the potential energy operator qV(iVn) 
is a pseudo differentialoperator defined by: 
qv(iv,)G = (2~)” / / qV(z)e’r’L-k”~(k’)dzdk’. (2.3) 
Since the wave vector is defined only in the first Brillouin zone and E,, is periodic 
on the reciprocal lattice, we assume that 4 is periodic with the period of the reciprocal 
lattice, too. Therefore we can expand 4 into a Fourier series and, hence, its inverse 
Fourier transform is a discretely defined function. We denote the primitive vectors of 
the crystal lattice by [r, 12,/a and define the cell matrix columnwise by 
L = (II, l2,/3). (2.4) 
The crystal lattice then is given by 
L~={z~IR3:z=Lm,mEX3}. (2.5) 
By i we denote the interior of a primitive cell of the lattice Lt. Analogously we define 
the quantities R, RI, i for the reciprocal lattice. Obviously, we have 
L*R = 2r1, (24 
where I is the identity in IR3. Note that the first Brillouin zone has the same volume as 
5, but they are not congruent. Since both are primitive cells of the reciprocal lattice, 
integration over B can be replaced by integration over i. By IL\ we denote the volume 
of the primitice cell spanned by the vectors (II, 12, 2s). 
Using this notation we expand 4 into a Fourier series: 
(2.7) 
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Therefore, tc, is a discrete function definded on the direct lattice. Since the expansion of a 
periodic function into a Fourier series coincides with the Fourier transform of a periodic 
function in a distributional sense we employ the usual notation for pseudo-differential 
operators in the discrete case, too: 
c,,(-iVt)$(z) = l/I i 11; *FL, Cn(k)~(=‘)eiL(r-t’)dk, z E L’, 
and obtain the SchAingcr equation in space representation: 
(2.8) 
[cn( -iv,) + qV(z)]+ = W:, 2 E L’ , (2.9) 
To define the Wigner function we proceed in the usual way (see [2], [7]). We set up the 
density matrix 
which satisfies the equation 
- ihtl = [en(iVr) - efi(-iV,) + qV(t) - qV(a)]z, (7, s) E L’ x Lr (2.11) 
and introduce the coordinate transform: 
r = 2 + v/2, s = z - v/2, V, = 1/2V, + V,, V, = 1/2V, - V,, 
G(z, v) = z(2 + Y/2,2 - Y/2), t = 1/2L(m + n), Y = t(m - n), m, ?a E 23. 
(2.12) 
Note that the grid, on which G is defined, is generally not rectangular. To obtain a 
rectangular grid, we introduce additional gridpoints: 
2 E 1/2L’, Y E L’, (2.13) 
and extend 15 to the new grid by setting 8 equal to zero on the additional gridpoints. 
Defining the Wigner function a 
w(z, k) = l/] i; 1 c lqz, v)eik”, z E 1/2L’, t &, (2.14) 
UELI 
we obtain the quantum Liouville equation: 
W( + l/(ih)[e,(k + i/2V,) - e*(E - i/2V,) 
+qV(x - i/2Vk) - qV(z + i/2Vk)]w = 6. 
Here, the pseudo-differential operators are defined by: 
(2.15) 
[Pn(h + i/2V,) - cn(k - i/2V,)]w(z, k) = 
= l/128) Jzs &L,,Z(e& + p/2) - s,.(k - ~/2))eiP+-=‘)+‘, h)G, 
kV(x - i/2Vk) - qV(z + i/2Vk)]W(z, k) = 
= l/]B] CvEL, &(qV(z + v/2) - qV(t - v/2))e’Y(k-k’)+, k’)dk’. 
(2.16) 
The Wigner function w can be considered a a quasidistribution of electrons in the 
discrete phase space 1/2&1x k. We obtain the electron concentration and the current 
density by integration: 
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n(x) = I w(x, k)dk, j(z) = 4 I V(k)W(X, k)dk. B B (2.17) 
In order to derive a selfconsistent model we have to determine the potential V ds a 
functional of w. Since n is only defined on a discrete grid we cannot use the Poisson 
equation (1.2) d irectly. We reformulate the Poisson equation in integral form and replace 
the integral by a sum over the grid and obtain: 
V(z) = de c G(x, x’)(+‘) - C(x’))lW, (2.18) 
dEL~/Z,d#m 
where G(t, t’) = -1/(47r/z - 2’1) is the Green’s function of the Laplacian in R’. 
The Wigner-Poisson-equation (2.14), (2.16) can be derived alternatively from the 
many body Schrijdinger equation via the Hartree-ansatz (see [2]). Then the Green’s 
function turns out to be the interaction potential of two particles, which is in our case 
the Coulomb potential. 
3 SCALING 
To understand the relation of the Wigner-Poisson equation (2.14), (2.16) to the semi- 
classical model (l.l), (1.2) it is useful to scale the equation appropriately and consider 
(l.l), (1.2) as a “Iimiting case= of (2.14), (2.16). W e introduce the following scaling: 
2 = xox,,k = l/1 k,,t = tot,, 
Ga@) = ~OG&nr(~k), V(x) =vovs(~/~O), 
w(x, k) = 33/x~w,(x/zo, lk), 
where 1 is chosen so that the volume of a primitive cell of the direct 
is a typical length scale (for instance the length of the active region 
device). Consequently, we scale 
(3.1) 
lattice is 13, and zo 
of a semiconductor 
n(x) = J w(x, k)dk = 1/n; 1 tU$ (z/no, L,)dk, = l/z&. (3.2) B IB 
The scaled Wigner-Poisson equation then reads (here and in the sequel we drop the index 
s of the scaled variables): 
w( + l/(~cr)[ac,(k + icr/2V,) - aen(k - ia/2V,)]7~ + 
+1/(icY)[bV(z - iQ/2Vh) - bV(z + i4/2V& = 0, 
V(x) = -cCZ%,L;,*‘pZ l/(4+ - d])(n(z’) - C(z’))cY3/8, 
c E &Lb, k &.o with& = 1/(21)L, Rc = IR. 
(3.3) 
Note that the volume of to is l/8 and that of io is (27r)j. The constants in (3.3) are: 
a = I/x0, a = totof/(hxo), b = qV&!ol/(hxo), c = q/(xoeh). 
For a typical tunneling diode the following numerical values may be chosen (see 
x0 = 10-a*, to = lo-r’s, I= lo-ram, co = lo-‘sJ, qv, = lo-lgJ. 
(3.4) 
PI): 
(3.5) 
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We calculate the dimensionless constants: 
a z5 1, b z 0.1, c z 1, a z 0.01. (34 
Since a is small, it is reasonable to consider the limit o -+ 0. Physically, this limit 
means that the scale zo of the space variable is large compared to the grid parameter 1. 
We obtain the semiclassical equations (l.l), (1.2) (subject to the scaling (3.1)) 
wet + [aVke,(k)V, - bV,vO(z)V~]w~ = 0 
Vo(z) = cJ G(z, z’)(no(z’) - C(z’)) dz’ 
in the formal limit cx -+ 0. 
(3.7) 
More accurately speaking, one has to perform the following three limits simultanously 
in order to obtain the semi-classical Vlasov equation (3.7). 
i) a + 0 “in the grid”: The grid becomes finer with Q + 0 and in the limit we expect 
the solutions to converge to a function defined for all z E R3, 
ii) Q + 0 in the “band term“ l/(ia)[e,(k + ia/2V,) - c,(k - ia/2V,)], which tends 
formally to the differential operator Vkc(k).V,, 
iii) a -+ 0 in the “potential term“ l/(ia) [V(z - ia/2Vh) - V(z + ia/2Vk)], which 
formally tends to the differential operator - VtVo(z).V~. 
The presented Wigner-Poisson problem has the disadvantage (with respect to numerical 
computations) that the evolution operator is nonlocal in the x- and k-directions. Per- 
forming the limits i) and ii) means that we consider an approximating problem with an 
evolution operator nonlocal only in the k-direction, and we approximate the discretely 
defined functions by functions defined for all 1: E DZ’: 
wt + aVke,(k).V,w + b/(icr)[V(z - ia/2Vk) - V(z + icr/2Vl;)]w = 0, 
V(z) = cfG(z, 2’) (n(d) - C(z’)) dz’. (3.8) 
The approximating problem (3.8) has the capability of modelling quantum effects like 
tunneling. It was analyzed in a previous paper [3]. 
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